
        Logbook 
 My name is Stella and I participated in the erasmus beecome 2019                    
project in Valencia and I will talk about 12/03/2019 

 At 7:00 am like every morning of this wonderful journey I got up     
and started to get ready for the day, at 8:10 I went to breakfast with 
my host Alejandro and his sister, after her mom gave me a snack 
sandwich, we waited for my friend with her host to walk to school, 
we got to talk and play at school, then we went on the bus to go to 
the ecomuseum of bicorp. Here they explained what the cave spider 
is and what it was for in antiquity. We left to go to the cave, arrived 
we saw a huge mountain and they told us that at the top of the cave 
we started walking it was really hot so I asked how much road we 
had to do and the professor told me 8 km I don't like walking very 
much, in fact I immediately got discouraged, but then I started to 
talk to my friends and I didn't feel very tired, the landscape was 
really beautiful and suggestive after about 5 km and a car came to 
take us to our destination cavern there were many people and we 
went in groups to see how the cave was formed we could touch it 
and take several photos after we started to walk and walk again after 
a long time we luckily saw a car arrive and I and two Italian friends 
of ours got on with our professors. We arrived at a farmhouse, where 
we helped prepare lunch, after all the others arrived and we ate a 
typical Valencian dish around 3.30 pm we left to Llombai, where we 
returned to the host families, my host family and I went to a mall in 
the evening to eat tapas, a typical dish, small sandwiches filled with 
different ingredients, then later we returned home and after this 
tiring day i fell asleep. This trip was really beautiful I met people I 
will never forget and I have, I will always love especially the family 
that hosted me was really very kind and made me feel like I was at 
home, and I hope that one day we could meet again. I want to thank 
everyone who organized the trip and my professors who have 
endured the journey, THANK YOU SO MUCH. 





  

 
  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


